Parts of a shotgun diagram

Get to know your way around your shotgun with this useful guide by Drew Boxall. Do you know
your hammer from your extractor? Read our article on how a shotgun works which explains this
in full. This results in a very durable shotgun. This is a complicated gun to manufacture and put
together due to the many different parts involved. Clock makers originally built guns as they
had the fine skills necessary. The parts of a side-by-side boxlock with side plates. The size
denomination comes from one pound of lead divided into equal- sized balls that will fit the
barrel. For example, 12 pieces equals 12 bore, which is why a 20 bore is smaller. Extractors :
Although difficult to see in the diagram, the extractors are the components that help release the
cartridge from the barrels. When the gun has not been fired, the extractor will simply pull the
rim of the cartridge out of the barrel, making it simpler to remove. If the cartridge has been
detonated, the extractors eject it. Bolt: The bolt holds the barrels shut while the cartridge is
shot. It is disengaged by the top lever. Top lever : The top lever disengages the bolt from the
barrels, allowing the gun to open. It is returned home by the top lever spring. Safety thumb
piece : When in its safe position on side-by-sides, the thumb piece locks the trigger, stopping
the gun firing. On most over-unders it disengages the mechanism, leaving the trigger free to
move but not fire. Trigger guard : This is simply the guard for the trigger that attaches to the
base of the trigger plate. This reaction consists of the trigger releasing the sear and
subsequently the hammer, which allows the spring to release, which forces the hammer, via the
striker, through the striker holes in the action body; thus detonating the cartridge â€” which all
takes a fraction of a second much quicker than this explanation. Trigger plate : This component
houses the trigger. It is secured to the action body at one end and sits within the stock of a gun
at the other. Hammer or tumbler : The hammer is propelled by the main spring within the gun
and is not released until the chain reaction is set off. The different parts of a shotgun cartridge
explained. Lewis Potter looks at the inner workings of a shotgun to explain and illustrate how a
shotgun works. Main spring: This applies force to the hammer. On classic British shotguns a
leaf spring is used as opposed to coil springs. Leaf springs are still used in most British
shotguns and are seen as a sign of quality. Cocking limb : The cocking limb resets the chain
reaction. When the gun is opened, the cocking limb is forced down by the fore-end to the point
at which the hammer, main spring, sear and trigger are back in their original positions in bent.
Kicker : The kicker, when released, is sprung by the ejector spring into the extractors to eject
the cartridges. The kicker will only release and expel the cartridge if it has been fired. The
mechanical process for this is related to the lock mechanism, as the movement of the cocking
limb releases the kicker. Ejector spring : The ejector spring, when one or both cartridges have
been fired, forces the kicker into the extractors to expel the used cartridge from the barrels. It
does this by preventing the barrels from pulling off the action body breech face, as it is secured
through the loop on either the Deeley catch or Anson rod, and around the action knuckle. The
loop : This section of the gun is attached to the barrels and, on this model, the Deeley catch
holds the fore-end and fore-end wood onto the barrels as the fore-end pivots around the
knuckle of the action. Deeley catch: This has three components: the catch case, the catch itself
and a spring forcing the catch back into place. The catch is used to attach the fore-end onto the
barrels and it hooks around the loop. It was named after one of the original designers of this
style of boxlock this gun is based on the Anson and Deeley design. There is another device
used to detach the fore-end known as the Anson rod. Home Shooting Start Shooting. A boxlock
shotgun interior. Sidelock shotgun interior. Lockwork of a sidelock shotgun. We take a look at
the parts that make your shotgun tick. By: Dave Coustan. All shotguns have some of the same
basic components. Starting from the end nearest to the shooter, there's often a stock that
allows you to steady it against your shoulder muscles. Some manufacturers put a recoil pad at
the end of the stock to help dampen the kick you feel when you fire it. There are some shotguns,
usually "assault" style, that have foldaway stocks or no stock at all. Moving forward from the
stock, you'll find all of the parts associated with firing. This includes the trigger that connects to
the sear and hammer. Some shotguns have a pistol grip that extends downward below the
trigger. The hammer activates the bolt assembly and firing pin , which rests against the
cartridge to be fired. Now we're at the chamber , where the loading, unloading and firing
happens. The chamber can be accessible from the side or the top. Connecting to the chamber is
the barrel , which is the long tube that the ammo travels through as it leaves the gun. Some
shotguns have a magazine connected to the chamber -- this may take the form of a second,
shorter tube below the barrel or else a drum or rectangular cartridge that snaps into the barrel.
There may also be a fore-end a sliding handle colloquially known as a pump attached to the
shorter tube, which is used to partially automate the loading and unloading process. On the top
of the barrel, you'll often find a bump that's used as a crude sight. Creating a long, straight,
consistent hollow tube that can stand up to over 5, psi of pressure is one of the hardest parts of
making a shotgun or rifle. First, a gunmaker takes a superstrong chrome molybdenum or

stainless steel bar and uses a specialized gun drill to hollow it out. Unlike normal drills, most
gun drills spin the steel bar instead of the drill bit. As the bit moves along inside the tube that
guides its path, the machine shoots oil down the tube to clear the debris, lubricate the path and
keep it cool. It takes about a half hour to drill out one barrel. This gets most of the work done,
but the resulting hole is usually not large or consistent enough yet. A second machine reams
out the last few thousandths of an inch and makes the diameter consistent along the whole
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complete, nothing is missing. Gun Anatomy A gun is made up of many parts, both internal and
external, that have been refined over many decades of use. Barrel - The barrel is business end
of any firearm. Barrels also are rifled along their internal wall to impart a rotation onto the
exiting projectile - thus providing inherent stability and therefore aiding in accuracy. Forward
Sight - The forward sight is a forward protrusion that normally is used to align the forward
section of the weapon with the rear and its rear sighting device. This also aids accuracy,
allowing the shooter to manage well-placed shots. It is a cutout along the middle portion of the
slide and can also be used to check the condition of the firing chamber i. Rear Sight - The rear
sight is similar to the forward sight and is used for aiming. It is typically slightly more advanced
in its design than the front sight depending on the gun model. The rear sight is used to align the
weapon with the front sight and direct the muzzle of the gun towards the target. Slide - The slide
is the complete assembly that houses the upper section of the weapon. This assembly is of
metal to withstand the harsh forces at play when the gun is fired. The slide usually contains a
ribbed pattern for gripping and is pulled back manually to load the gun. In subsequent shots,
the slide is automatically recoiled and is part of the mechanism used to introduce a fresh
cartridge from the magazine into the firing chamber. Slide Lock - The slide lock is a simple
locking device used to lock the slide in the rearward position. Tang - The tang is a protrusion
that sits over the webbing of the firer's shooting hand. This structure assists the operator in
managing the recoil of the weapon and also protects the hand from the slide assembly as it
quickly moved rearwards and then forwards during the firing action. Grip - The grip is used by
the operator's dominant hand shooting hand for holding the handgun. A typical hold involves
both hands, one wrapped around the grip and the other around both the grip and dominant
hand. Magazine Well - The magazine well is the well that accepts the magazine. It usually
features smooth walls and grooves to direct the magazine up towards the firing mechanism and
slide. Magazine Release Button - The magazine release is used to eject the magazine from the
grip of the handgun. Trigger - The trigger is the lever used to manage the firing function of the
weapon. Trigger Guard - The trigger guard is a fixed ring set around the exposed parts of a
trigger lever. Take-Down Lever - This lever is used to manage the field-stripping of the weapon.
Detachable Box Magazine - The magazine is the housing used to hold cartridges. Cartridges are
either single- or double-stacked depending on the magazine used and are spring loaded to
assist in bringing the next available cartridge up to the firing chamber. Magazine Spring - The
magazine spring is a simple pressure device used to move cartridges towards the firing action.
The more cartridges in a magazine the more pressure exerted upon the magazine spring.
Accessories Rail - The accessories rail is used to mount any supported tactical accessory by
the user. For handguns this typically involves laser aimers or flashlights. Muzzle - The muzzle is
the business end of the barrel assembly, the last part of a gun that the exiting bullet touches.
Some barrels come threaded to accept a silencer or suppressor. Many gun models are marketed
in different barrel lengths which also mean that the frame and slide of the gun must be
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